International Automotive Components’
Anniston, Ala., factory

PUSHING TOWARD EXCELLENCE
Aggressive training plan, machine
redeployment bring rewards for IAC Group
By Ron Shinn
THE DAY STARTS at International
Automotive Components’ Anniston, Ala.,
factory with a highly scripted, stand-up
meeting in the Team Performance Center.
Every key manager in the plant quickly
goes through immediate concerns and how
his or her department is doing on achieving
long-term goals. Walls in the meeting room
are covered with status charts — several
have been converted to electronic display
that show real-time performance — and the
meeting involves most of the displays. The
30-minute session finishes with everyone
gathered at a giant wall calendar where people have added Post-It notes with questions
that need to be answered by a specific day.
When the meeting ends, there is no
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question where the day or the plant is
IAC’s Anniston plant, above, has 36 injection molding machines and
headed. A similar meeting takes place every
a dual-platen vacuum forming line, inset.
morning at each of the 14 injection molding plants in IAC’s North
American Cockpit and Overhead Group.
rics. IAC’s best cycle times were slower than the
The entire group has just started the final year of a three-year
world-class cycle times of some competitors.
program to go from being
“It was a difficult thing to sit with senior
an average automotive
management and say, ‘This is who we are,’ ” said
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Just the facts
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TRAINING INVESTMENT PAYS OFF
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MANY COMPANY executives say
employees are their No. 1 asset and that
training is a good investment.
But no plastics manufacturing company has ever launched a training program
like the International Automotive Components’ North American Cockpit and Overhead Group, which aims to give job-related
training to more than 12,000 employees at
plants in the U.S. and Mexico.
IAC’s three-year plan to become an
excellent molding company started with
training employees. “People needed to be
An IAC employee in training.
first,” said Joel Scott, IAC’s senior director
hours of training has taken place. Scott
tency, and everyone needs a basic underof manufacturing operations.
standing,” Scott said. For more advanced
To accomplish the three-year improve- estimates that number will be well over
training for affected employees, each plant
ment program, IAC evaluated several train- 50,000 hours by the time training is
built part of its own curriculum based on
completed.
ing programs
Paulson’s programs.
Training focuses on
and selected
Is the training paying off? Scott thinks
injection molding machines
Paulson Training
“It has been a raging
it is. Through improved production effiand controls; material
Programs Inc.,
success, we can see a lot
ciencies, the company says the 14 plants
Chester, Conn.
of hours saved with more behavior under processare now saving 4,288 labor-hours per
ing conditions; and plastic
“We investools at the best-in-class
week and 3,024 press hours a week. Cycle
behavior inside a mold.
tigated a lot of
and world-class cycle
times have improved.
IAC divides personnel
systems before
Scott Paulson, director of business and
into two categories:
picking Paulson,” times. It is staggering.”
JOEL SCOTT
product development for Paulson Training,
• Nonaffected, the people
Scott said. “We
IAC who do not work directly
said that “by tracking and measuring ROI
did not want
via man and machine hours saved, IAC has
with the injection molding
to be confined
demonstrated that technical training, withmachines. These include managers at
to a classroom and the Paulson model is
out a doubt, pays off in clear, significant
all levels of the organization, assembly,
self-managed. The content is pertinent,
financial returns.”
materials-handling and quality-control
and it has a good curriculum.”
“It has been a raging success,” Joel
personnel.
Scott said all employees can take
Scott said. “We can see a lot of hours saved
• Affected, the people who directly
advantage of additional technical training
with more tools at the best-in-class and
opportunities with the Paulson model. “We set up, monitor, maintain or improve the
world-class cycle times. It is staggering.”
injection molding process. These include
have untapped talent, and this is a way to
molding and machine technicians, process
recognize that talent,” Scott said.
Ron Shinn, editor
technicians, process engineers and engiIAC rolled out the training program at
rshinn@plasticsmachinery
neering managers.
the group’s 14 plants in July-September
magazine.com
Everyone starts with the basic injec2015. Progress is tracked at each plant
tion molding course. “It is our core compeand, as of November, a total of 23,543

IAC’s Joel Scott explains plant efficiencies and training with
Scott Paulson, business and development director, Paulson
Training Programs.

“We determined that by not using our assets properly, we
were losing out in operational costs and hurting ourselves in [our]
ability to spend money wisely,” Scott said during an interview
at the Anniston facility. “Our higher costs were driving out our
competitive advantage.”
About 35 percent of IAC’s global sales were tied to its injection molding process. “Our reputation was damaged, and we saw
deteriorating performance,” Scott said.
An aggressive, three-year strategy was developed that focused
on people first, followed by safety, quality, cost and delivery.
Revised plans were also put in place for acquiring new equipment, materials and production scheduling, operational technology investments, operational support and training.
The improvement plan defined injection molding excellence
as world-class cycle times, regional standard process develop-
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Automotive dashboard trim preparing for production.
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ment, data-driven cost-effectiveness and
cost-competitiveness for customers.
So how is it going? The Anniston plant
offers some clues.
The Anniston plant, with 36 injection
molding machines, 10 door-panel assembly lines, a dual-platen vacuum forming
line and extensive foamed-backed carpet
manufacturing capabilities, manufactures
door panels, instrument panels, vehicle floors, storage boxes and hard trim.
Products from Anniston go to 16 different
Nissan, Honda, Kia and Mercedes-Benz
plants scattered between Iowa City, Iowa,
and San Antonio. Sales from the plant are
on track to reach $200 million next year.
The 259,000-square-foot building on
the site of the former Fort McClellan army
post is 65 years old. Inside, it is spotless
and well-organized. Injection molding
IAC’s plant manager Odis De Souza reviews employee safety procemachines, with clamping forces ranging
dures with the Paulson Training team in the Aniston, Alabama plant.
from 50 tons to 3,300 tons, are lined up in
the middle of the plant. Each is equipped
with a robot and overhead cranes.
On the day PMM visited, several Honda employees in their
Another area is designated for carpet production, which is
distinctive all-white work uniforms were in the IAC plant inspectcompression molded, then backed with foam and cut with water
ing operations. The plant manufactures major assemblies for the
jets. There is a vacuum forming line for instrument panels, a
Honda Ridgeline truck and is gearing up for two additional big
welding station and multiple areas devoted to assembly for such
projects for the Honda Odyssey SUV.
items as doors.
Just outside the Team Performance Center,
The plant runs three shifts, five days a
Contact: IAC,
assembly
takes place at tables designed in-house
week. There are 423 hourly and 60 salaried
248-455-7000,
to
hold
everything
the technician needs and to
employees.
www.iacgroup.com
prevent damage to parts. Roll-out shelves, power
The Anniston plant has 77 active molds
outlets, pegs dipped in plastic, shadow boards for
and 53 are running at world-class cycle
tools, laminated flip-charts to show standards for different comtimes. During a visit by Plastics Machinery Magazine, a person
ponents — everything is easily accessible. Nissan gave the plant
delivered a report on cycle times while standing beneath a sign
an award for the tables’ design.
that reads, “What Gets Measured Gets Accomplished.” At AnnisA worker at the assembly tables is required to use a floor
ton, as with the other 13 IAC Cockpit Group plants, seemingly
mat that is color-coded red, yellow, blue or green to identify his or
everything gets measured.
her level of training. The color scheme is continued with workers’
Groupwide, IAC currently has 421 molds running at best-inbadges and vests. A supervisor or senior person in that departclass cycle times and 209 at world-class times. Two years ago, the
ment can see immediately who might need additional help or
group had only about 20 molds running at best-in-class times and
supervision.
zero at world-class times.
Continued
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A walk through the plant
finds primary and auxiliary
equipment from dozens of
manufacturers. Plans call for
vacuum forming machines to
be standardized next, then all
additional auxiliary equipment, using the same procedure as the injection molding
machines.
The current tandem
vacuum forming machine in
Anniston is from Frimo Inc.
IAC plans to evaluate Frimo,
KraussMaffei and Kiefel vacuum forming equipment.
Every safety critical
component and finished good
manufactured in Anniston has
an electronic birth certificate
Automotive interior carpet assembly being cut by
that describes the process it
state-of-the-art high-pressure water jet.
went through, who touched
it, the source of the material
“There has been a big transformation in this plant during the
used in it and other factors that could impact quality. Approxipast two years,” Scott said.
mately 35 percent of the products manufactured at Anniston are
“But we still have a lot to do,” said Odis De
door panels, followed by hard trim at
Souza, plant manager for the past two years. De Sou26.6 percent, instrument panels at 18
za’s plant operates with a military-like efficiency.
percent, floors at 15.2 percent and dash
As of early December, the Anniston plant had
instrument panel liners at 5.2 percent.
received only 19 customer complaints last year.
The biggest customers are Nissan at 52.6
Paulson Training
All 14 plants in the IAC Cockpit Group have benpercent and Honda at 38.6 percent.
3 Inspiration Lane
efited by reducing the number of injection molding
The Anniston plant started manufacChester, CT 06412
machines while maintaining or boosting production
turing floor carpet assemblies only a couinfo@paulsontraining.com
capacity. Two years ago, the group had more than
ple of months ago. Carpet arrives in large
www.paulsontraining.com
600 presses; at the end of this year, the number
rolls that are cut into rectangular blanks.
will be reduced by 197 presses — nearly one-third
The blanks are heated and pressed at
less. The Anniston plant will eliminate 10 presses and double its
about 2,200 pounds per square inch into the shape of the floor.
injection molding workloads. “We were able to reduce machines
Next, the part goes into a forming die where foam is injected onto
without compromising production because of the increased
the back for padding and sound dampening.
efficiency of our molding operations, thanks in part to the training
Numerous openings are cut with a four-head robot water jet.
we implemented with Paulson Training Programs,” Scott said.
Clips to attach the carpet to the floor are added manually and a
“Prior to 2014, the company bought all different types of
camera checks that all cutouts are complete. It takes 4-5 minutes
presses,” Scott said. With 600-plus injection molding machines,
to produce one complete carpet assembly. De Souza said the goal
efficiency was lost.
is to use the plant’s five assembly fixtures to produce seven carpet
In 2015, presses from KraussMaffei, Engel and Milacron were assemblies every 15 minutes.
evaluated. IAC engineers and technical teams rated clamping sysIAC is fundamentally changing the way it looks at its injection
tems, controls, mechanics of the machine itself, service in terms
molding business, Scott said. Some customers have increased
of installation and post-installation, and training available from
their programs with IAC, such as the new Honda project starting
the machinery makers. The evaluations were given back to the
at the Anniston plant in 2017.
machinery manufacturers so they could develop countermeasures
“We need to be more nimble to compete,” Scott said. “We
for any points.
still steer like a battleship. In 4 to 5 years, we want to steer like a
“When they came back to us, we were impressed most by
fighter jet.”
KraussMaffei,” Scott said. The result is that now IAC purchases
Ron Shinn, editor
only hydraulic KraussMaffei machines for all presses with more
rshinn@plasticsmachinerymagazine.com
than 500 tons of clamping force.
The company conducted a similar evaluation process for
As seen in
small-tonnage presses with KraussMaffei, Engel, Milacron and
Toshiba. All-electric Toshibas became the standard.
IAC has also standardized platen size, maximum pressure,
barrel sizes and other features for new machines.
Sepro is the choice for robots, Husky for hot runners, Conair
for material management. There are also plans to standardize
how molds are built.

